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Purveyors of water, consumers of carbon, treasurehouses of species,
the world’s forests are ecological miracles. They must not be allowed
to vanish, says James Astill

previous occasions when the atmosphere
contained very high levels of carbon diox
ide, the early Carboniferous and Creta
ceous periods, beginning about 350m and
150m years ago respectively, they were re
duced by the expansion of carbonseques
tering plants. Industrial burning of the fos
sil fuels laid down in the Carboniferous
period, in the form of decaying plantmat
ter, is the main reason why there is now
more carbon in the atmosphere than there
has been for 4m years.

Carbon calculations
This is the latest reason�and it is a big
one�why destroying forests is a bad idea.
Roughly half the dry weight of a tree is
made up of stored carbon, most of which
is released when the tree rots or is burned.
For at least the past 10,000 years man has
been contributing to this process by hack
ing and burning forests to make way for ag
riculture. About half the Earth’s original
forest area has been cleared. Until the
1960s, by one estimate, changes in land
use, which mostly means deforestation,
accounted for most historic manmade
emissions. And its contribution to emis
sions is still large: say 1517% of the total,
more than the share of all the world’s
ships, cars, trains and planes.

But this underestimates the damage
done by the clearance. It also discounts a
geologicaltimehonoured way to seques
ter carbon. That growing forests, natural or 

Seeing the wood 

DAYBREAK is a heavenly time to look
on the Amazonian canopy. From a

Brazilian research tower high above it, a
fuzzy grey sylvan view emerges from the
thinning gloom, vastly undulating, more
granular than a cloud. It is mindbendingly
beautiful. Chirruping and squawking, a
few early risers�collared pu�birds, chest
nutrumped woodcreepers and the tau
tologous curvebilled scythebill�open up
for the planet’s biggest avian choir.

In a slick of molten gold, dawn breaks
and the trees awaken. In every leaf, chloro
phyll molecules are seizing the day for
photosynthesis. Using sunlight to ship
electrons, they split water molecules and
combine the resulting hydrogen with car
bon dioxide extracted from the air. This
produces carbohydrates that the trees turn
into sugars, to be burnt o� in respiration or,
by another chemical process, turned into
new plantmatter. The main waste pro
duct, oxygen, they emit through their sto
mata in a watery belch. Hence the rainfor
est’s high level of humidity, visible from
the observation tower in diaphanous
cloudlets drifting over the canopy.

That plants emit oxygen has long been
known�since 1774, in fact, when Joseph
Priestley, a British chemist, found a mouse
not too �inconvenienced� by being
trapped inside a belljar with a mint plant.
Yet the importance of plants’ ability to
store carbon in making the planet habit
able is still not widely appreciated. On two
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planted, do this is obvious. But there is in
creasing evidence to suggest that primary,
or oldgrowth, forests are seizing the op
portunity of a carbonheavy atmosphere
to suck up more carbon than they did pre
viously, a process known as �carbon fertil
isation�. By one estimate the Amazon rain
forest is sequestering an additional 1.3
gigatonnes a year, roughly matching the re
cent annual emissions produced by clear
ing it. Across the world, forests and the soil
beneath them absorb about a quarter of all
carbon emissions.

This is an indispensable contribution to
life as we know it, and forests o�er many
others, too. They house more than half the
world’s species of animals, birds and in
sects. In the Amazon rainforest this biodi
versity is staggering: even its small gullies
and runnels often have unique subspe
cies of monkeys, birds, creatures of all
kinds. Forests are also the source of most
staple foods and many modern medicines.
They provide livelihoods, wholly or partly,
for about 400m of the world’s poorest peo
ple. They have always touched the imagi
nations of more privileged ones: �A cul
ture is no better than its woods,� wrote
W.H. Auden. Indeed, the more that people
learn about forests, the more perilous their
mismanagement seems.

They also make rain
That forests regulate water runo�, mitigat
ing risks of �ooding and drought, has been
recognised since ancient times. The an
cients also understood that trees can in
crease rainfall and deforestation can re
duce it. Cutting down trees leads to a
reduction in evapotranspiration, which re
sults in less downwind precipitation. In
the case of the Amazon rainforest this has
huge implications for the agriculture of the
whole of the Americas. That of southern
Brazil, northern Argentina and Paraguay, in
particular, depends for rainfall on the
moist Atlantic trade winds, which cross
the Amazon basin and then are de�ected
southwards by the Andes. There are also
indications that the American Midwest is
watered from the same source, by the
moisture de�ected northwards. The forest,
by recycling the water that falls on it
through evapotranspiration, plays an im
portant part in this system.

Between a quarter and half of the wa
ter molecules that fall in the western Ama
zon have previously fallen on the rainfor
est. In its absence, it would be reasonable
to expect a corresponding decrease in re
gional precipitation, which would be ca
lamitous, but the actual e�ect could be

much worse. Two Russian physicists, Vic
tor Gorshkov and Anastassia Makarieva,
claim that forests, not temperature, are the
main drivers of winds. They base this on
the previously unconsidered drop in pres
sure that occurs when water passes from
gas to liquid state in condensation. So eco
systems that maintain a moist atmo
sphere�as rainforest does�draw in air and
moisture from elsewhere. This could ex
plain the curious fact that precipitation in
the western Amazon is higher than it is up
wind, despite leakage in runo� at every
revolution of the local water cycle.

The theory caused a stir in Western aca
demia last year when it was put forward in
the journal Biosphere and is considered far
fetched by many. But it should reinforce the
point that, on hydrological grounds alone,
conserving forest is often essential.

And still they are being chopped down.
According to the main compiler of forest
data, the UN’s Food and Agriculture Orga
nisation, about 4 billion hectares (10 billion
acres) of forest remain, covering 31% of the
Earth’s land surface. Only a third is prim
ary. Much of the rest is seriously degraded:
the FAO’s de�nition of a forest takes in ar
eas with as little as 10% tree cover.

Almost half of the forest that remains is
in the tropics, mostly as rainforest which,
by almost any measure, is most precious of
all. Nearly a third of that rainforest is in Bra
zil, which has two�thirds of the Amazon
basin; and a �fth is in Congo and Indone
sia. The secondbiggest forest area, about a
third of the total, is in the boreal, or taiga,
biome: a belt of spruce, birch, �r and aspen
that encircles the far northern hemisphere,
mostly in Russia, Scandinavia, Finland,
Canada and a small part of America. Just
11% of forest is in the temperate zone,
dominated by America, which cleared al

most half its massive forests in the 19th cen
tury, and Europe and China, which ate into
theirs much earlier. Europe razed almost
half its temperate oak, beech and birch
woods in the Middle Ages, an onslaught
only brie�y reversed by an outbreak of bu
bonic plague in the 14th century. Now tem
perate forests are creeping back. Over 7m
hectares a year are currently being planted
or allowed to regrow, according to the FAO,
mostly in China and America.

A tropical problem
The current onslaught is mainly in the trop
ics. In the past six decades the rainforest
has been reduced by over 60% and two
thirds of what remains is fragmented,
which makes it even more liable to be
cleared. And despite many campaigns by
NGOs, vigils and rock concerts for the rain
forest and e�orts to buy it, lease it, log it and
not log it, the destruction proceeds at a furi
ous clip. In the past decade, the FAO re
cords, around 13m hectares of the world’s
forests, an area the size of England, have
been lost each year. Most of this was trop
ical forest, razed for agriculture. But Russia,
which has more forest than any other
country, also lost a lot, which the FAO’s �g
ures do not capture because its clearance
did not involve a permanent change in
land use. Between 2000 and 2005 some
144,000 sq km (55,500 square miles) of
Russian forest�14% of the total�was incin
erated or felled, much of it illegally.

This represents progress, of a sort. In the
1990s, when the candleholding for the
rainforest was at its height, over 16m hect
ares a year was lost. Most of the slowdown
is because of reduced rates of clearance in
the world’s biggest deforesters, Brazil and
Indonesia, and to some degree this re�ects
their former gluttony: both have masses of 
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cleared land to spare. But in both countries
e�orts to reduce the destruction have also
helped, especially in Brazil, which has a
fastgrowing agricultural sector and is in
creasingly worried about deforestation.
Over the past decade it has given protected
status to 500,000 sq km of the Amazon
rainforest. According to a recent report by
the Royal Institute of International A�airs,
a British thinktank, illegal logging has
been greatly reduced in Brazil, Indonesia
and Cameroon.

A few smaller rainforest countries are
also showing more regard for their trees.
Costa Rica, which in the late 1980s lost
around 4% of its forest each year, has re
duced its deforestation almost to zero. Ga
bon and Guyana, almost threequarters of
which are covered by trees, say that, with
foreign help, they would be happy to keep
it that way. Western consumers, increas
ingly sensitive to the notion of sustainabil
ity, have a small hand in these improve
ments. Alarmed by their bad press,
Canadian timber companies announced
in May this year that they would work
with greens to improve the management
of 72m hectares of boreal forest. 

Yet such progress tends to be exaggerat
ed, and even if it were real it would be in
su�cient because of two huge threats to
the forest. The �rst is climate change,
which is expected to redraw the map of
forest ecosystems. The boreal forest will
creep northwards, for example, as the per
mafrost thaws and carbon fertilisation in
creases. By one estimate, Finland’s forests
could grow 44% faster as a result. But that is
nothing to celebrate, because melting per
mafrost will release billions of tonnes of
methane, an especially potent greenhouse
gas. It will also be o�set by an increase in
forest dieback elsewhere, caused by rising
aridity, drought, pests and �res�all symp
toms of global warming. Deforestation,
which causes local warming, exacerbates
this. All this could make much of the cur
rent forest area inhospitable to trees.

Such damage is already more common
than most climate models had predicted,
with the boreal belt especially hard hit. Be
tween 2000 and 2005 it lost 351,000 sq km
of forest, mostly to �re and pests. Again,
this loss does not show up in the FAO’s �g
ures, and the resulting emissions are con
sidered to be natural, not manmade. But
the distinction is getting blurred. Setting
aside its reforestation e�orts, Canada, the
world’s thirdmostforested country, lost
5.2% of its tree cover in that �veyear per
iod. This was partly because of a plague of
barkbeetles in its temperate and boreal

zones, a record number of which have
been surviving the recent mild winters. By
2009 they had devastated over 16m hect
ares of Canadian pine forest.

The outlook for the Amazon is also
grave. Recent modelling suggests that the
mutually reinforcing e�ects of increasing
temperatures and aridity, forest �res and
deforestation could bring the rainforest far
closer than previously thought to �tipping
points� at which it becomes ecologically
unviable. So far 18% of the rainforest has
been cleared. The loss of another 2%, ac
cording to a World Bank study last year,
could start to trigger dieback in the forest’s
relatively dry southern and southeastern
parts. A global temperature increase of
3.5%, comfortably within the current range
of estimates for the end of this century,
would put paid to half the rainforest. This
would release much of the 50 gigatonnes
of carbon it is estimated to contain�equiv
alent to ten years of global emissions from
burning fossil fuels.

Too many hungry mouths
The second great threat is human. The
Earth’s population is expected to increase
by half over the next four decades, to
around 9 billion, and most of the addition
al 3 billionodd hungry mouths will be in
developing countries, especially tropical
ones. The population of Congo, now 70m,
will double in that time. Demand for food
in these countries will also double, which,
at their current low levels of agricultural
productivity, will drive up demand for for
est land. 

As in most central African countries,
Congo’s deforestation is currently minor,
caused largely by smallscale shifting culti
vation and overharvesting of wood for

fuel. At present the country has little com
mercial agriculture or logging because of
the state of its infrastructure, ruined by war
and misrule. Indeed, the decay of Congo’s
Belgianbuilt roads, which in 1960 ran to
over 100,000km, must rank as one of the
greatest boons to forests since the Black
Death. In the thick forestsavannah mosaic
of northern Congo, many days’ walk from
any tarmac, your correspondent un
earthed a milestone, halfburied in the
leaflitter, pointing to the small town of Ba
dai, 15km to the east. Buried deeper was the
gravel highway that once led there.

But Africa is an outlier. Most tropical de
forestation is the result of expanding com
mercial ranching and agriculture, driven
by rocketing domestic and global demand
for food, �bre and biofuel. In Indonesia, oil
palm, a productive source of cooking oil
and biodiesel, o�ers the biggest reason to
clear. Between 2000 and 2006 Indonesia
planted roughly half a million hectares of
oil palm a year, mostly on recently defor
ested land. The clearance in Brazil, which is
mostly illegal, is mainly for pasture; the
Amazonian cattleherd has grown by over
40m head in the past two decades. The ex
plosive recent growth in the cultivation of
another oil seed, soyabean, has led to an
onslaught on Brazil’s dryland cerrado sa
vannah, which is often disregarded as a
forest, though it contains twothirds as
much carbon as the rainforest, mostly in its
roots. By moving northwards into the Am
azon basin, soya farmers are also driving
ranchers deeper into the rainforest.

Grim climate predictions and recent
foodprice in�ation have led to growing
fears for food security, adding to the pres
sure. Foreign governments and investors
are increasingly on the lookout to buy
cheap, wellwatered tropical land. Last
year the Saudi Binladin Group tried, un
successfully, to secure land in Indonesia’s
island of Papua where it wanted to invest
$4.3 billion in rice cultivation. China,
which has agreed to build and renovate
6,000km of roads in Congo, reportedly
wants to cultivate oil palm there on a mas
sive scale. It is the world’s biggest importer
of palm oil and global demand for the stu�
is soaring, even before much is getting con
verted into biodiesel, as increasingly it
will. And wherever there is such demand
for tropical agribusiness, forests are being
razed to meet it. Securing a licence to clear
rainforest is often easier than buying up
and consolidating smallholdings. 

What hope of survival have forests, es
pecially the tropical sort, most precious
and most threatened? Largescale defences

Too many beetles in the boreal
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are now being marshalled by govern
ments, NGOs, scientists and investors,
chief among them an international en
deavour known as Reduced Emissions
from Deforestation and Forest Degrada
tion, or REDD. Launched with $4.5 billion,
it is based on the idea that rich countries
should pay poorer ones not to cut down
trees. Yet there is a big risk that REDD will
deliver much less than is required.

The Earth’s need for forests to soak up
carbon emissions is almost limitless. Sav
ing the forest that is left should therefore be
considered a modest aim. But even that

will require huge improvements in forest
management, such as reforming land reg
istries and tightening up law enforcement.
Above all, it will require governments to
prize forest very much more highly than
they do now. Otherwise there will be no
chance of the many reforms required out
side the forestry sector: in landuse plan
ning and rural development, in agricul
ture, energy and infrastructure policies,
and much else. It will also require politi
cians to get serious about climate change.
All that amounts to a revolution, which is a
lot to hope for. But if anything can help

bring it about, forests might.
They are crucial in all sorts of ways be

cause of the manifold services they pro
vide. Western taxpayers need the Amazon
rainforest to control their climate. Brazil
needs it to help feed its rivers and generate
hydropower. Amazonian soya farmers
need it to guarantee them decent rainfall.
Yet policies at every level conspire to
wreak its destruction. Changing them, in
Brazil and across the tropical world, is a
daunting task. But it is not impossible�and
it must be done. The cost of failure would
simply be too great. 7

FROM a helicopter, East Kalimantan, a
province in the Indonesian part of the

island of Borneo, presents a dreary view.
Where little over a decade ago rainforest
transpired under a vaporous haze, the
ground has been cleared, raked and
gouged. Every few minutes, a black
smudge, smattered with muddy puddles,
denotes a coalmine. Angular plantations,
10km and more across, are studded with
dark green oil palms. Tin roofs glitter on
the shacks of loggers, miners and planters,
each with a smallholding hacked out
around it. Just a few straggly patches of for
est remain, with greying logs scattered at
their edges.

As often in Indonesia, commercial log
gers in East Kalimantan have grossly ex
ceeded their quota in a small fraction of
their allotted time. Prematurely aban
doned, the degraded forest then falls to ille
gal loggers or it is cleared for agriculture, of
ten by �re. In dry spells, which are
becoming more common, the �ames get
out of hand. In 1998 �res devastated more
than 5m hectares of Indonesian forest.

Yet in the national accounts the clear
ance is recorded as progress. About a quar
ter of Indonesian output comes from for
estry, agriculture and mining, all of which,
in a country more than halfcovered in
trees, involve felling. But this is bad ac
counting. It captures very few of the multi
ple costs exacted by the clearance, which
fall not so much on loggers and planters
but on poor locals, all Indonesians and the
world at large.

The Indonesian exchequer, for one, is
missing out. Illegal logging is estimated to

cost it $2 billion a year in lost revenues. But
that can be �xed by policing. A bigger pro
blem is that most of the goods and services
the country’s forests provide are invisible
to the beancounters. Many of them are
public goods: things like clean air and reli
able rains that everyone wants and no
body is prepared to pay for. And where
they are traded, they are often underva
lued because their worth or scarcity is not
fully appreciated.

Forest economics is plagued by these
problems, partly because forests provide
so many bene�ts. A UNbacked project in
2005, the Millennium Ecosystem Assess
ment, identi�ed 24 main ecosystem ser
vices, most of which are found in forests:

from preventing natural hazards, such as
landslides, to providing the eco in ecotou
rism. Yet most relate to forests’ role in the
carbon and water cycles and in safeguard
ing biodiversity. And almost none is priced
on markets. Forests are usually valued
solely for their main commercial resource,
timber, which is why they are so wantonly
logged and cleared.

This leads to a profusion of damaging
outcomes such as forest �res and lost eco
tourism revenue that happen because
those responsible are not obliged to pick
up the tab. The inferno in 1998 is estimated
to have cost over $5 billion in timber alone.
According to another UNbacked e�ort,
The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodi

Money can grow on trees

Forests are disappearing because they are undervalued

Rainforest into cooking oil
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2 versity (TEEB), �negative externalities�
from forest loss and degradation cost be
tween $2 trillion and $4.5 trillion a year.

To tackle both problems, it may help to
come up with a better evaluation of what
forests are worth. That could open up new
markets for their bounties through pay
ment for ecosystem services (PES), in the
jargon. Or the valuation alone may be suf
�cient to give pause to the axeman, or the
taxman. TEEB’s experts are now putting
price tags on forests and other natural
boons, typically by calculating the oppor
tunity cost of cutting them down and sell
ing them o�.

A draft TEEB report on the Amazon rain
forest exempli�es its approach. It estimates
the forest’s contribution to the livelihood
of poor forestdwellers, of whom there are
at least 10m in Brazil alone, at between
$500m and $1 billion a year. That is based
on the estimated market value of the �sh
and thatch they take to subsist, and the
gums, oils and other goods they harvest for
cash. On a regional scale, TEEB estimates
that the rainforest’s role in avoiding silt
ation in hydropower reservoirs is worth
anything from $60m to $600m a year.

A superior insurance policy
TEEB puts the rainforest’s contribution to
South America’s agricultural output,
through regulating the continental water
cycle, at $1 billion3 billion. That is based
on a guesstimate of the drop in output that
might result from even a small deforesta
tionrelated decline in precipitation. But
Pavan Sukhdev, an economist with Deut
sche Bank who heads TEEB, reckons the
real �gure might be ten times as much, giv
en what Amazonian farmers seem willing
to spend on insurance against rain failure.

As such wideranging numbers suggest,
trying to price ecosystem services on such
a big scale can be a mug’s game. The risks
associated with ecosystem collapse are not
well enough understood for any hope of
precision. And whatever huge �gure is ar
rived at will be notional, because no one
can a�ord to pay it, which can invite feel
ings of helplessness. Yet the idea is that no
one should need to pay it. And there is evi
dence that such valuations can indeed
spur remedial action costing very much
less. That was the e�ect of Lord Stern’s in
�uential 2006 paper on the economics of
climate change. And if the dream of inter
national cooperation it elicited has gener
ally faded, it still hangs, vaporously, over
the forests. REDD, the nascent e�ort to per
suade tropical countries to leave their for
ests be, is an e�ort at PES on a global scale.

In forest economics, that is the Holy Grail.
At a lower level, beancounters are be

coming a bit less blind to nature’s bounty.
For example, to mitigate inland �ooding,
Vietnam chose to spend $1.1m on planting
some 12,000 hectares of mangrove forest,
thereby saving $7.3m a year on dyke up
keep. To encourage such decisions, Ameri
can scientists have developed an inge
nious piece of software called Integrated
Valuation of Ecosystem Services and
Tradeo�s (InVEST). In handy colourcoded
maps it predicts the economic and envi
ronmental fallout of any proposed land
use change. This could revolutionise land
use planning. China is already using it to
pick the best places for new protected ar
eas on a quarter of its territory. 

China has one of the world’s biggest
PES schemes, a decadeold reforestation ef
fort that has delivered 9m hectares of new
forest. Launched in response to �ooding of
the Yangzi river, it involves paying farmers
$450 a year per reforested hectare. Costa
Rica is another PES trailblazer. Since 1997 it
has made payments of $45163 a hectare to
encourage forest conservation, planting
and agroforestry. The money comes from
a hydroelectric power company which is
keen to protect its watershed; the World
Bank, which reckons Costa Rica’s forest
biodiversity is a global good; and a 15% sur
charge on petrol. The country’s deforesta
tion rate is now negligible. 

Perhaps ominously for REDD, however,
this scheme may have been less e�ective
than many suppose. Costa Rica’s clearance
was also reduced by better law enforce
ment and a shrinking national beef indus
try. Work by Rodrigo Arriagada of North
Carolina State University and his col
leagues suggests that the PES scheme was
responsible for only 10% of the reduced de
forestation on farms that took part.

As Costa Rica shows, there are many

ways to raise PES money. In America and
Australia, for example, markets have been
established to help companies countervail
the ecosystem destruction they cause, es
pecially to wetlands. Through habitat
banking, as this is known, a developer
who drains a hectare of marshland can
pay to restore a bigger area elsewhere. This
is considered an apt form of PES for pro
tecting biodiversity, the third great forest
boon, because the services associated
with it are especially hard to collect on. An
obvious example is bioprospecting, the pe
rusal of nature’s genetic library for new
food, medicine and pesticide ingredients.

This alone should justify conserving
forests, given how many useful discover
ies they yield. Aspirin, derived from wil
lowbark, Taxol, a breastcancer drug, de
rived from Paci�c Yew bark, and an
emerging class of cancer drugs known as
mTOR inhibitors, derived from a molecule
found in soil bacteria, are examples of
groundbreaking medicines that originat
ed in nature. �Plants, bacteria and fungi
make a wealth of complex biologically ac
tive molecules that would be extremely
di�cult for us to match,� says Samuel
Blackman, associate director of experi
mental medicine at Merck, a large pharma
ceutical company. �We’re smart, but we’re
not that smart.� 

The price of ethics
But bioprospecting has done almost noth
ing to raise the value of standing forests.
This is partly because of di�culties in at
taching property rights to species. Most
tropical countries �nd it hard enough to at
tach them to forests. And even if the own
ership of biodiscoveries is established,
charging for them is tricky. The value of
new discoveries is uncertain, and they are
swiftly synthesised. The value of old ones,
like aspirin, is never paid retrospectively.
�When you talk of biodiversity, it’s always
about potential,� grumbles Aloiso Melo, of
the Brazilian �nance ministry. Potential
can still be realised. But the strongest argu
ment for protecting other species is often
ethical. That helps swell the co�ers of
Western conservation NGOs, but it has few
takers among tropical governments.

Still, understanding biodiversity can
make it an important adjunct to conserva
tion motivated by other concerns. For ex
ample, forests with high biodiversity will
be more resilient to climate change. That is
one reason why planting new forests�
such as China’s vast stands of eucalyptus�
though good, is not nearly as good as sav
ing natural ones. 7

The world is richer for them
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NORTH of East Kalimantan’s scari�ed
waste is an area where the extractive

juggernaut has not yet reached. Beneath
the helicopter’s blades, the woods thicken
and the terrain rises to a seam of limestone
crag, dripping with trees. Beyond it is the
district of Berau, 70% of which is still cov
ered in forest.

It is lovely to behold, its multigreened
canopy like a vast head of broccoli, speck
led with orange and yellow where an iron
wood tree or a liana has forced itself up to
the light. Borneo’s forest has more tree spe
cies per hectare than anywhere else. It is
also packed with carbon: up to 400 tonnes
per hectare. Yet much of this forest is
doomed. It provides no tax revenues for
the government, which owns it, and only a
modest income for the local Dayaks, in rat
tan, honey and game. Failing a remarkable
intervention, it too will get cleared.

To expect deforestation to be halted not
only in Berau but across the tropical world
takes a big leap of faith. Yet that is what is
being attempted under REDD. Envisaged
as a giant PES scheme for which over 70 de
veloping forest countries could be eligible,
it comes with an ambition to halve defor
estation by 2020. So far it is visible, in a cou
ple of dozen countries, mainly in the form
of small pilot projects run by the UN and
NGOs. But it is gathering pace.

A commitment to launch REDD, with
�substantial �nance�, was the only obvi
ous success of last year’s Copenhagen
summit on climate change. It led to the in
augural meeting in Oslo in May of a 58na
tion group, the REDD Partnership, which
will hammer out the details for a global
REDD deal. To get things moving, half a
dozen rich countries, including Norway
and Britain, have pledged to provide $4.5
billion by 2012.

How REDD will be funded after that is
unclear. It had been assumed that carbon
markets would provide, with �forestcar
bon credits�, equivalent to a tonne of
avoided emissions, being bought to o�set
industrial countries’ emissions. For the
moment the main compulsory market, Eu
rope’s emissionstrading scheme, does not
accept forestcarbon credits. But assuming
the ETS survives, that is likely to change,
and if America ever adopted an equivalent

capandtrade arrangement, forest carbon
would be part of it. 

The chances of that have recently reced
ed, following the United States Senate’s
failure in July to approve a proposed cap
andtrade scheme. REDD might instead be
funded through richworld carbon taxes.
However, it is accepted that REDD’s bene�
ciary countries must be guaranteed long
term funding, perhaps tens of billions of
dollars a year, and that these payments
will be performancebased.

How much is required? No one knows,
because no one has ever done anything
like this before. Countries generally do not
stop deforesting until they industrialise
and urbanise, reducing their rural popula
tion, or they cut down their forests to such
an extent that timber scarcity or environ
mental disasters lead to urgent protection,
as in China. Known as the forest transition,
this can be visualised as a curve in the
shape of a skijump, �rst sloping down
steeply and then turning up gently as the
forest creeps back. REDD is an attempt to
bridge that dip.

Estimates based on the opportunity
costs of not felling, which will often make
up the bulk of the total, suggest it can be
done relatively cheaply. According to the

most recent one, by the Informal Working
Group on Interim Financing for REDD, an
international quango, an investment of $17
billion30 billion between now and 2015
could cut deforestation by a quarter. That
would save 3m hectares of forest, or 7 giga
tonnesworth of carbon emissions, a year.

It’s a gift
This suggests a cost range for REDD of $24
per tonne of avoided emissions: a steal.
Other estimates are higher. Indonesia’s
National Council on Climate Change puts
the opportunity cost of forgoing an oil
palm plantation at $30 a tonne. But even
that would be cheaper than many other
sorts of mitigation. Capturing and storing
emissions from power stations is estimat
ed to cost $75115 per tonne. With REDD as
an o�set option, industrial countries could
therefore be expected to undertake deeper
cuts than they would have done other
wise. That is why most developing coun
tries, which previously viewed REDD with
suspicion, now support it.

There are many concerns. One of them
is that avoided deforestation may not be
permanent�especially where there is a
risk of climateinduced forest dieback. An
other is that REDD money will inevitably 

Better REDD than dead

Tropical forests’ best hope

Dripping with good things
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�ow to the most egregious deforesters,
such as Indonesia, which may create an in
centive for others to take up their chain
saws. Or demand for forest land, no longer
met in Indonesia, may shift to nonpartici
pants in the scheme. That is why REDD has
to be done on a large scale, even if the pay
ments will vary. Brazil, which has been de
veloping REDD for two years, with $1 bil
lion from Norway, has a payment formula
that favours Amazon states with high de
forestation rates over those with low ones.
But, to reward the virtuous, it also takes
into account the states’ record on meeting
REDD commitments.

The biggest worry, however, is that
REDD may not be possible at all�at least
not on the scale that climate modellers as
sume. Forest conservationists, schooled in
failure, rattle o� a list of possible reasons
why. Forest title, or the lack of it, is one. Un
owned forests are unprotected, which is
why the grileiros, or landgrabbers, of the
Brazilian Amazon rainforest can so easily
turn it to pasture. But even where govern
ments claim a forest, the result can be the
same; 63% of the lowland parts of West Ka
limantan’s national parks were illegally
cleared by loggers between 1985 and 2001.

At least it was obvious who was to
blame for the clearance. Where forest own
ership is contested, because local rights are
vague or there are competing title deeds,
for example, that becomes more di�cult.
Unclear ownership also raises a big obsta
cle to the improvements in landuse plan
ning that REDD must bring about. In Indo
nesia this would mean putting palmoil
plantations not on forest land but on de
graded land, of which it has perhaps 40m
hectares available. 

That, in turn, will mean facing down
the planters, who prefer to bag forest land
for a windfall of timber. Between 1990 and
2005 Indonesia planted over 3m hectares
with oil palms, over half of it on freshly
cleared land. The crop is now coming to Be
rau. Beneath the hovering helicopter, an
ugly mudorange clearing has been cut for
it from the lush green forest. 

When the forest is on peat, as in much
of central Kalimantan, Sumatra and Papua,
the cost of Indonesia’s messy land use be
comes epic. Peatland can store over 5,000
tonnes of carbon per hectare, and when
drained for cultivation emits it for decades.
Frances Seymour, head of the Centre for
International Forestry Research (CIFOR),
ruefully calls this �the gift that keeps on
giving�. Indonesia’s peatbased planta
tions, a quarter of the total, contribute less
than 1% to the country’s GDP but nearly

20% of the national emissions. 
With Indonesia committed to doubling

its area under oil palm, there is a risk that its
emissions could soar�but also an oppor
tunity for REDD. Restricting the expansion
to degraded land would achieve a huge
mitigation. Assuming REDD delivers, Indo
nesia has vowed to reduce its forecast 2020
emissions by up to 41%. In May President
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono announced a
twoyear moratorium on commercial de
forestation. In response, Norway promised
Indonesia $1billion for REDD.

There are many other risks to REDD, of
which corruption is the most prominent.
Much of Indonesia’s forestry ministry�
which claims control over 75% of the coun
try’s area�and its logging industry are
crooked. That is why wildlife sanctuaries
disappear without a whisper. In the 1990s
over $5 billion was looted from a national
reforestation fund. If that happened to
REDD, the e�ect would be devastating.
REDD’s stress on performance should
make it unlikely, and Indonesia’s forestry
is getting less mucky. But its greedy elite
will still try to manipulate the scheme.

Even if the safeguards work, reforming
weak states is hard. Landuse planning for
oil palm, for example, might involve not
only the ministry of forestry but also those
of agriculture, �nance, energy and infra
structure as well as the army and the po
lice. All have their own priorities, and sav
ing trees is not among them. Kuntoro
Mangkusubroto, the boss of Indonesia’s
new REDD agency, was previously in
charge of rebuilding Aceh after the tsuna
mi. Asked to compare his old and his new
job, he says: �‘In Aceh the government had
totally collapsed, we were working from

zero. That was much easier.�
But his appointment is encouraging. He

is Indonesia’s most respected o�cial,
which suggests presidential support for
REDD. That is essential. For REDD to be sus
tainable, it will have to be more than life
support for the rainforest. It must provide
ways for tropical countries to develop
growth strategies that do not involve raz
ing forest. In East Kalimantan 39% of jobs
are in forestry, mining or agriculture. To
bridge the transition, Indonesia will have
to create many more jobs elsewhere.

REDD alert
Across the developing world, changes of
that kind would entail a complete over
haul of some of the world’s least capable
and most corrupt states: to make them ra
tional in their land use, honest in their ac
counting, responsive to their citizens. That
is not going to happen fast, as the sorry his
tory of development assistance suggests.
But REDD, provided its design holds �rm,
can do better. Its rewards must be su�
ciently large and longterm to persuade
rainforest countries to straighten them
selves out. And they must be resultsbased.

That may be especially di�cult to
achieve in Africa. For example, Congo’s
government does not know, to the nearest
million, how many people have died in its
continuing civil war. How will it provide
an inventory of its forestcarbon stock?
Who would buy its subprime credits? It
will take it years to bring a national REDD

programme to market, and meanwhile its
REDD e�orts will probably have to be
funded with foreign public money. That
makes it even more important to push
ahead where the way is clearer, in Brazil 
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and even Indonesia. REDD can accommo
date such staggered progress. 

For now, most REDD projects are small
scale and based on traditional conserva
tion. Given better access to markets for
their timber, for example, forest folk are en
couraged to harvest less of it. Or they
might be supplied with fertiliser and asked
to clear less forest for planting maize. These
are good ideas. Such projects also slightly
mitigate the likelihood that REDD will cen
tralise power. And in Africa, where gov
ernments are weak and smallholders are
the main deforesters, they may be espe
cially e�ective. But they do not deal with
the commercial drivers of deforestation,
and they are prone to leakage.

So REDD needs to encourage both na
tional and local conservation e�orts. That
might mean letting local governments

choose from a range of nationally ap
proved conservation measures. The details
have yet to be worked out, but some pro
mising experiments have already been
launched. In Berau, for example, the dis
trict government is devising its own REDD

strategy with help from the Nature Conser
vancy, an American NGO that provided
your correspondent with his aerial view
of Kalimantan. Three important parts of
this�improving logging practices, pushing
plantations onto degraded land and
strengthening protected areas�will �gure
in Indonesia’s national REDD strategy.

The closer you look, though, the clearer
it becomes that action is most urgently
needed at the national level. Near the vil
lage of Muara Lesan, beside a gurgling for
est river, bulldozers are clearing 10,000
hectares of rainforest for oil palm. The eth

nic Malay villagers gave their blessing to
the scheme and say they are pleased with
it, having been promised a small rent by
the planters. REDD payments might have
given them much more. But their weak
right to the forest did not extend to its tim
ber or carbon. Having been identi�ed as
the forest’s owners, up to a point, these lo
cals cannot pro�t from it until it is gone.

That makes it all the more striking that
three nearby villages have refused permis
sion for a plantation on their 30,000hect
are forest. A local notable, Hang Long, ex
plains the decision: �Oil palm destroys the
forest and leaves nothing for our children.�
This is heroic but probably futile. So long as
it is worth so little to its executioners, this
forest, too, may go. REDD looks extremely
uncertain, but without it massive tropical
deforestation is inevitable. 7

AT A sawmill in the misty hills of Mi
choacán in central Mexico, loggers

sporting damp sombreros and droopy
moustaches are working through a drizzle,
hauling pine logs. With iron spikes they le
ver them into position, hack out any stones
embedded in the pungent orange �esh and
heave the logs on to a runner. A bullnecked
lumberman guides them through a buzz
ing circular saw, slicing them into rough
boards. Another cuts them into planks,
which his mate tosses onto a rising stack. It
barely takes a minute to transform giant
trunks into building material.

Most of it will be sold locally. The log
gers, who belong to a rural cooperative (or
ejido) that owns 680 hectares of the nearby
Ocampo forest, will use the rest to make
simple furniture. The business provides
jobs for 20 of the ejido’s138 members, haul
ing lumber, turning lathes and planting
trees, and each member gets an annual
pro�t share of around 15,000 pesos ($1,150).

Over 75% of Mexico’s forests, which
range from temperate spruce and �r to
tropical rainforest, are controlled by local
communities, either ejidos or indigenous
groups. Most were parcelled out in the
1920s, in a spate of land reform after Mexi
co’s 191020 revolution. Though much of
this forest is technically owned by the
state, the communities have strong rights
to it. They won control of logging permits

in the late 1970s after protests by ejidatarios
against commercial loggers had brought
Mexico’s timber industry to its knees. The
communities are not allowed to clear or
sell their woods; otherwise they can do
with them more or less as they please.

This makes Mexico a remarkable case
study in what some consider as the best
form of forest management. Most forests
are claimed and mismanaged by govern

ments. That can also mean dispossessing
local people who, denied ownership of a
forest they may have considered their own
for centuries, tend to become protagonists
in its destruction. An obvious solution is to
put the forest back in local hands. Once
they have tenure, it is argued, local people
will regain their incentive to manage the
forest sustainably, and trees and people
will both �ourish.

This is more radical than it may sound.
Not long ago it was widely accepted that
communally owned resources inevitably
get overexploited because a few spoilers,
or even a suspicion of them, are su�cient
to make other users abandon prudential
rules. Known as the �tragedy of the com
mons�, after a hugely in�uential 1968 essay
by an American ecologist, Garrett Hardin,
this theory was often cited by govern
ments to justify their takeover of forests in
the 1970s and 1980s.

But the tide may be turning. In the past
two decades the area of forest in develop
ing countries that is wholly or partly con
trolled locally has more than doubled, to
over 400m hectares, or 27% of the total.
That is partly due to a growing recognition
that most governments make lousy forest
conservationists, and a corresponding
hope that locals will do better. That helps
explain why 450,000 hectares of Guate
mala’s Maya rainforest have been made 

Keeping it in the community

Wellorganised locals often make the best forest managers, but they need help

Pushing together in Michoacán
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over to 13 communities living there. But
other factors have also contributed to the
shift, including e�orts to deal with the
grievances of dispossessed indigenous
people, especially in Latin America, and
political decentralisation schemes, espe
cially in Africa and Asia. Tanzania, for ex
ample, has devolved rights to about 2m
hectares of its dryland forest. And in India
a combination of political devolution,
treehugging judges and activists for tribal
folk has helped 275m people win more
rights to their nearby forests.

With such diverse origins, the reforms
now in progress vary greatly in scope, de
sign and implementation. Yet most share
three features: an emphasis on conserving
forest; a prohibition on selling or clearing
it; and a tendency to deliver less change
than they promise. That is often because
governments try to claw back control, in
myriad ways. They may restrict forest pur
suits such as collecting �rewood or hunt
ing. They may make it hard to obtain log
ging licences and other permits, either
through incompetence or spite, or they

may invent new ones for fun. In Nepal
community foresters are not allowed to
sell timber on the open market until they
have o�ered it to neighbouring villagers.

Governments also like to keep the more
valuable forests for themselves. In Camer
oon this is policy. Moreover, even with
strong rights to a potentially rich resource,
naive villagers generally need advice,
training and access to credit to manage it
on a commercial basis, and that is rarely
forthcoming. More often the forest’s new
owners are undermined by petty o�cials’ 

ON A scrubby hillside in southern
Uganda sit waisthigh mounds of

grass and twigs. They are the huts of Twa
pygmies, the oldest residents of the Great
Lakes region. Until recently they inhabit
ed the nearby Bwindi Impenetrable For
est, but around 4,000 were expelled in
1991 after the forest was turned into a na
tional park to protect its population of
mountain gorillas. Now the pygmies lan
guish outside it, unskilled at cultivating
crops and often inebriated. 

For longer than history records, the
Twa inhabited the highaltitude rainforest
near the western edge of the Rift Valley,
hunting antelopes and harvesting honey.
�There was no digging then,� recalls James
Barangirana, an 80yearold pygmy, �just
hunting, gathering, eating and celebrat
ing.� But in one of Africa’s most populous
regions, the rainforest has been badly re
duced. And so have the Twa. Perhaps
100,000 remain, in Uganda, Rwanda, Bu
rundi and Congo, almost everywhere
wretched. Their Rutwa language, religion,
songs and storytelling are dying. As in
Bwindi, most are barred from their ances
tral forests. 

Other forest folk have fared even
worse. Five centuries ago there were per
haps 10m Amazonian Indians; now there
are 700,000. Most traditional forest peo
ple have no legal entitlements to their
woods, so their rights are easily abused.
That is what is happening to Ecuador’s
Tageri and Russia’s Khanty, who are
threatened by oil exploration; Paraguay’s
Ayoreo and Brazil’s Guarani, who are los
ing their forest to ranching; and Canada’s

dispossessed Innu.
But things are improving slightly. Brazil

has allotted 110m hectares of rainforest to
its surviving Indians, who include an esti
mated 69 �uncontacted� groups. Many
�First Nation� Canadians have also won
land settlements. Even reluctant Indone
sia has nodded acknowledgment to the
rights of 50m forest dwellers. Now REDD

threatens to reverse this progress by
launching governments on a carbonrush
for the woods, say champions for indige
nous folk. A prominent activist calls the
scheme �potentially genocidal�.

This has become one of the thorniest
issues in the REDD negotiations. It is now
accepted that the �free, prior and in

formed consent� of local people will be a
condition for any REDD project, but activ
ists suspect this is lipservice. A leader of
Papua New Guinea’s Kamula Dosa tribe
says he was forced at gunpoint to sign
away the carbon rights to his people’s for
est. Kenyan Ogiek huntergatherers claim
to have been expelled from their Mau for
est after a UN REDD pilot project was
launched there. 

Early initiatives to certify REDD pro
jects do include safeguards for local peo
ple. Brazil’s draft national REDD law also
states that indigenous people own the for
est carbon of their reserves. That promises
to make the uncontacted groups’ �rst
brush with civilisation even more surpris
ing. But if the activists expect a transfor
mation of indigenous people’s lowly lot,
they will be disappointed. Rainforest
countries are not easily shamed on the is
sue, and developed ones are more con
cerned to get REDD moving. Standing on
the whispering edge of the Impenetrable
Forest, Mr Barangirana asks: �Where is the
god who will give us back our forest?� 

It is at least worth noting, however,
that forest people are not always the tree
huggers they are cracked up to be. With a
taste of modernity, they can seem much
like the rest of us. British Colombia’s Lax
Kw’alaams First Nation are in trouble
with greens for exporting their ancestral
woods to China in log form. And at a gath
ering of Brazilian indigenous leaders in
Amazonas, one said he would build roads
with his REDD loot: �Let’s face reality, we
Indians now have cars, so we need roads
and other infrastructure.� 

Will REDD trample on the rights
of traditional forest folk?Not a small problem

No honey, no rights
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preference for dealing with local elites. In
Ghana and Cameroon this has allowed ve
nal village chiefs to steal logging revenues.

Most of these troubles are evident in In
dia. Its recent reform, passed in 2006 after
an outcry over a courtordered policy of
forest enclosure, grants each household
the right to four hectares of agricultural
land and a share in local forest produce.
But its implementation requires diligent of
�cials, so not much has happened. And the
record of an earlier Indian scheme, joint
forest management, in which locals were
promised a small share of timber revenues
in return for deterring illegal logging and
planting trees, is discouraging. It o�ered a
few brilliant examples of cooperation be
tween organised communities and moti
vated o�cials, but in many of the 85,000
communities covered by the scheme cor
rupt and controlling o�cials made partici
pation hard. Indiawide it did little for peo
ple or trees.

It all depends
Recent research by CIFOR on community
forest management in 11 tropical countries
suggests that such outcomes are not un
common. In most of the examples studied,
at least some bene�t had accrued to some
community members, but local control
was not in itself a guarantee of better forest
management. Where communities were
given degraded forest and instructed to re
generate it, they generally did so. But
where devolving forest rights provoked lo
cal con�ict, as quite often happens, the for
est usually su�ered.

This does not mean that community
forest management is no good. There is
rarely a better way to balance the interests
of poor people and forests. But to do a
good job, communities need strong prop
erty rights and often technical help. Such
assistance should not sti�e their ideas on
forest management, which are often,
though not always, based on a deep under
standing of the local ecosystem. Outcomes
that are good for both trees and people will
also depend on external factors such as
law enforcement and access to timber mar
kets. And in the way of forests, these condi
tions will vary greatly from place to place.

The state of the Maya forest is a good il
lustration. Where the local foresters get
tourism revenue from Mayan archaeologi
cal sites, it is thick with trees. In some other
places, where the same indigenous com
munities have the same legal rights to the
same sort of forest, it is degraded. �We
should not think there’s any optimal form
for preserving forests,� says Elinor Ostrom,
an American political scientist who won
last year’s Nobel prize for economics for
her work on common property and collec
tive action. �We �nd government forests
that work and community forests that
work and those that don’t,� she adds. �Pan
aceas, like thinking ‘community forests are
always great’, are dangerous.�

That is true even of Mexico’s communi
ty forests. The Ocampo ejido is inspiring.
Its members began logging their forest in
1989, and with the pro�ts they made they
bought their sawmill two years later. The
forest, most of which is inside a famous

butter�y reserve, has also thrived. Illegal
logging has fallen�despite the recent entry
into the trade of a cultish local narcoma
�a, La Familia. Yet such examples are rare.
Around 80% of Mexico’s community for
ests are not managed at all because the lo
cals are unskilled or unorganised or their
forest is di�cult to log. The dry forests of
southern Chiapas and Yucatán require ex
pert management which is beyond the lo
cal indígenas. They are among Mexico’s
poorest, most unlettered and most rebel
lious people, with weak property rights
and rapidly disappearing forests. 

And even in Michoacán, community
forestry faces an uncertain future because
it is ine�cient. The Ocampo loggers’ saw
mill is old, yet they are loth to upgrade it for
a less labourintensive model. They also
confess to lacking the nous to �nd the
niche markets their pine requires. It is of
high quality, but at least 30% more expen
sive to produce than the sappy Chilean al
ternative. Overall, Mexico’s timber pro
duction has fallen by a third in the past
decade, despite a $400m annual subsidy
to the industry. To remedy this, the govern
ment is establishing a big plantation forest
ry which will make it even harder for the
ejidatarios to compete.

�In terms of economics, community
forestry doesn’t make much sense,� says
Juan Manuel Torres Rojo, directorgeneral
of the Mexican forestry department. �But
in terms of equity, and perhaps conserva
tion, it’s the way to go.� He reckons com
munity forest revenues need topping up
by a third, and is looking to REDD. 7

IN JUNE last year Daniel Avelino, the pub
lic prosecutor of Brazil’s state of Pará, the

home of most of the Amazon cattleherd,
probably saved more rainforest than many
conservation groups ever will. He identi
�ed 20 big ranches operating on illegally
cleared land and traced the slaughter
houses buying their cattle. He then estab
lished that some of the world’s best
known retailers, including WalMart and
Carrefour, were buying meat from them.
He �ned the ranchers and abattoirs 2 bil
lion reais ($1.2 billion) and told the retailers
that unless they cleaned up their supply
chains he would �ne them, too.

The response was dramatic. Overnight,
the retailers stopped buying meat from
Pará and the slaughterhouses closed. To get
themselves o� the hook, and cows back on
it, the abattoirs vowed that in future they
would deal only with ranchers who had
registered their names and property de
tails and promised not to deforest illegally.
Over 20,000 have done so. In the absence
of a reliable land registry, Mr Avelino says
this will make it much easier to bring ille
gal deforesters to book. �Once I know who
owns the farm, I can send the �ne through
the post,� he says.

Around the same time Greenpeace

waded in with a report on the role of Ama
zon beef in deforestation. That, too, hit at
the rich end of the industry’s supply chain,
linking beef and leather from the Amazon
to companies such as Adidas, Nike, Toyota,
Gucci and Kraft. Many have since agreed to
work with Greenpeace against illegal de
forestation. And WalMart has promised to
trace its products from the manger to the re
frigerator.

That is the upside of growing global de
mand for tropical food, timber and bio
fuels: pressure for Western standards to be
adopted up the supply chain. This is driven
by the ecoworries of Western consum

The long road to sustainability

Western consciences can do only so much to conserve forests
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2 ers�and the activists who play on them.
Having been long since given the brusho�
by rainforest governments, they are �nd
ing companies that operate in tropical
countries and sell to Western markets
much more responsive. 

Nestlé, a giant food company, is another
of Greenpeace’s recent targets. The envi
ronmentalists made a spoof advertise
ment for one of the company’s chocolate
bars, KitKat, which contains palm oil, and
published it on the internet. The ad shows
an o�ce worker munching on a chocolate
bar which turns out to be the bloody sev
ered �nger of an orangutan. This scored
more than 1.5m online hits and put Nestlé
in a panic. It stopped buying palm oil from
its main Indonesian supplier, Sinar Mas, a
big conglomerate with a reputation for
chewing up rainforest, and said it would
purge from its supply chain any producer
linked to illegal deforestation. It has since
promised to get 50% of its palm oil from
sustainable sources next year. And uncon
vinced by the standard of most of this �sus
tainable� oil, Nestlé is setting its own. 

Three reasons for pessimism
But there are three black clouds over this
sunny scene. The �rst is �nancial: ecocon
cerned consumers may want sustainable
products, but they do not want to pay more
for them. That does not matter much to
Nestlé because it buys only 320,000
tonnes of palm oil a year, just 0.7% of glo
bal output. It is a bigger problem for Wal
Mart, which deals in bulk and has tight
margins. It expects to charge no more for its
green beef than for its current o�ering.
That will raise questions about how green
it really is. To track an animal e�ciently in
the Amazon might well involve expensive
technologies. Uruguay, for example, has a
system of microchipping calves that costs
about $20 a head. That may be beyond
WalMart’s budget.

The same problem haunts the main for
estrelated certi�cation scheme, for timber.
It dates back to 1993, when the Forest Stew
ardship Council, an alliance of greens and
loggers, drew up a list of rules for sustain
able forestry. The hope was that consumer
demand for FSCcerti�ed wood products
would force logging companies to adopt
the scheme. But only about 15% of timber
globally, and less than 2% of tropical tim
ber, is covered by it. Getting certi�ed is ex
pensive, costing about $50,000 per conces
sion, and the returns are often meagre.
Tests by the Home Depot, America’s big
gest purveyor of FSCstamped products,
suggest that barely a third of customers

would pay a premium of 2% for a certi�ed
product, not enough to green even West
ern retailers.

The second cloud over tropical certi�ca
tion schemes, as WalMart may �nd, is
doubt about their reliability. Some also say
that sustainable tropical logging is impos
sible. Remove 200yearold Amazon ma
hogany or Congolese sapele trees and the
species may go locally extinct. And al
though it is true, as loggers argue, that ex
tracting old, slowgrowing trees and pre
serving their carbon in expensive furniture
may represent a net sequestration oppor
tunity, high levels of wastage make the ar
gument less convincing. So does the fact
that a logged forest can be much less per
manent than a mahogany table.

Loggers do most harm to forests not by
removing trees but by building roads that
give landgrabbers access to them. To get
FSC certi�cation, companies need to pre
vent such trespass. But logging roads re
main long after loggers have moved on. In
Africa they represent a particular threat to
precious forest fauna, including chimpan
zees, bonobos and gorillas, by connecting
forests to the fastgrowing cities where
bushmeat is prized. Along a fresh logging
road in southern Cameroon, your corre
spondent once saw many hunters�and
the halfeaten remains of two gorillas.

In messy countries like Cameroon, cer
ti�cation schemes get corrupted. At best,
certi�ers may struggle to examine vast con
cessions on brief visits, as the guests of log
gers who are also paying their fee. Further
down the supply chain, timberdealers
and factories are often certi�ed largely on
the strength of documents which may be
illegally bought. This also allows inven
tories to be in�ated and illegal wood to en
ter the supply chain. And there is still plen
ty about, despite the recent reduction
reported in Cameroon and elsewhere.

Who cares?
The third factor undermining certi�cation
schemes is the most important: the major
ity of tropical commodities are not con
sumed in ecosensitive markets. Most rain
forest timber is used locally. In Brazil, for
instance, the proportion is 80%. And the
biggest importers of tropical timber, China
and India, show scant concern for its prov
enance (though China, the biggest export
er of woodbased products to Western
markets, has recently seemed to care a bit
more). China and India are also the biggest
importers of palm oil. Brazilian beef goes
mainly to Russia, Iran, Hong Kong and
Egypt. They are not treehuggers.

This highlights one of the biggest pro
blems in forest conservation. Most of the
changes it requires, such as rational land
use planning, law enforcement and the
rest, have to be led by governments. Mar
ketled schemes can succeed up to a point,
as Greenpeace has often shown, but with
out government support they soon hit
their limits. On the other hand, when gov
ernments put their weight behind conser
vation, a fair bit of progress is possible. 

Western governments are starting to do
their bit. A 2008 amendment to America’s
Lacey act has made it an o�ence to import
illegal timber. This puts the onus on federal
authorities to prove illegality, which can be
di�cult, especially when the wood is from
a dodgy place, like Cameroon, and pro
cessed by a less dodgy one, like China. Nor
is legality the same as sustainability, but of
ten they are close. Gibson Guitar, an iconic
American company, is at risk of becoming
the �rst victim of this reform. It is being in
vestigated on suspicion of knowingly im
porting illegal Madagascan rosewood.

In July the EU also passed a law crimi
nalising the import of illegal timber. Its
strict rules on beef imports, which de
mand traceability in producer countries,
could one day help reform Brazil’s cattle
practice. But it would be far better if Brazil
were to decide to take such steps itself. 7Sustainable, or just nuts?
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THE Amazon’s dry season, from July to
September, is when the grileiros cut and

burn the rainforest. The smoke is so thick it
can be seen from space. It also stops rain
clouds forming, so the �ames burn higher.
But on a recent surveillance �ight over the
forest frontier in Brazil’s state of Pará, there
was hardly a wisp of smoke in the sky.
Even the people from Greenpeace, whose
�ight this was, were impressed.

They can take some credit, thanks to
their Amazon beef campaign. But even be
fore that Brazil’s deforestation rate had
slumped. Between 1996 and 2005 some
19,500 sq km of the Brazilian Amazon were
cleared each year. At that rate, a third
would be gone by 2050 and the rest might
wither. But the rate of clearance has been
reduced drastically and in 200809 it was
at its lowest level for two decades, at a
mere 7,008 sq km. This is partly because of
tumbling prices for agricultural commod
ities, the reason for previous downward
blips in 2006 and 2008. But it is also be
cause of government action. When soya
and beef prices brie�y began to climb at
the end of 2007 there was a renewed spurt
of hacking and burning. But it was swiftly
quashed.

What has changed? First, there has been
a big expansion in the area of rainforest
designated as national park or indigenous
reserve, or zoned exclusively for logging.
Between 2002 and 2009 Brazil committed
709,000 sq km of the Amazon to such use.
The idea was that, even where the state
cannot police the rainforest, as it mostly
cannot, straightening out who owns it
would deter landgrabbing. It seems to
have worked. An analysis of the reduced
clearance up to 2006 attributes it, in order
of importance, to the expansion of protect
ed areas, low commodity prices and other
factors, including a modest improvement
in policing.

That has since become more discern
ible. In 2008 the government con�scated
3,000 cattle from a protected area, an un
precedented step. In May this year the for
mer environment secretary of Mato Gros
so was arrested over an illegallogging
scam. Ranchers linked to illegal deforesta
tion or slavery, another curse of Brazil’s
wild frontier, have been blacklisted, re

stricting their access to credit. Brazil’s mon
itoring capability has also improved. Since
2004 the national space agency, INPE, has
released biweekly deforestation reports
which makes it impossible to hide the
clearing of megaranches. Most Amazo
nian deforestation is now reckoned to be
smallscale and gradual. Carlos Nobre, one
of INPE’s top scientists, says he will soon
be able to detect this, too.

The government is also discouraging
the cultivation in the Amazon of sugar

cane, a source of bioethanol, demand for
which is soaring. More important, it has
launched an e�ort to �nish cleaning up the
land registry, following the passage last
year of a law to formalise all pre2004 land
claims for holdings of 2,500 hectares or
less. Pará’s state government has appoint
ed the foremost expert on Amazonian land
law, José Benatti, to manage what amounts
to an amnesty; so far he has issued over
30,000 title deeds. 

The government promises to go further.
Before its billiondollar deal with the Nor
wegians in 2008, it vowed to reduce defor
estation in the Amazon by 80% by 2020.

That would mean an annual loss of 3,250
sq km a year, a good chunk of rainforest
but less than the area of discarded pasture
that returns to forest each year. Many
policymakers now talk of ending defores
tation by 2030, or even reversing it. To re
duce the risk of rainforest dieback, the
World Bank recommends reforesting 40m
hectares of Amazonian land that had been
illegally cleared.

It is hard to exaggerate the bene�ts this
would bring. It would help avoid manifold
predicted catastrophes to do with climate,
weather and the survival prospects of mil
lions of species. It would suggest that this
e�ort was being taken seriously by the big
gest rainforest country and a large emerg
ing power. It might even suggest that suc
cess is possible. But the caveats attached to
this hope are large.

First clear the hurdles
Almost all Brazil’s new treehugging e�orts
need a push. Law enforcement, though
greatly improved, is still sporadic; IBAMA,
the main environmentalprotection agen
cy, owns just six helicopters. And though
more illegal deforesters have recently been
convicted, less than 10% of them are actual
ly paying their �nes. Given such impunity,
why not grab more land? There is a fair
chance, after all, of another land amnesty
sooner or later.

Meanwhile the inevitable backlash
from landowners and their political spon
sors has begun. They are now demanding
a big reduction in the stipulated area of
tree cover on private land. That is not un
reasonable. The requirement for Amazo
nian holdings�80% tree cover�is bad for
business, as well as unenforceable. Yet
there is a serious risk that such safeguards
could be lowered too much, especially in
an election year: Brazil is due to hold a pres
idential poll next month and the frontrun
ner, Dilma Rousse�, has a record of favour
ing destructive infrastructure projects in
the Amazon.

Moreover, far too many Brazilian poli
cies�in agriculture, infrastructure and else
where�encourage deforestation. Revers
ing this trend would be di�cult and
timeconsuming even with political sup
port. Yet ending deforestation in the Ama

Less smoke, less ire

Brazil, long the world’s deforesterinchief, is mending its ways

Can Brazil kick the habit?
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2 zon would be in Brazil’s interest, and many
Brazilians are demanding it, which is why
it is now imaginable.

It will not be at the expense of Brazilian
farmers. Agriculture and livestock contrib
ute about 30% of national output, and in
absolute terms will grow steeply in the me
dium to long term. Exploding global de
mand for food, of which Brazil is already
the biggest exporter in a dozen categories,
will make sure of that, and recent invest
ments in Brazilian agriculture point in the
same direction. For example, BrasilAgro, a
�rm controlled by one of Argentina’s big
gest agribusinesses, Cresud, has acquired
close to 200,000 hectares in four years and
is trying to buy much more.

More from less
But Brazil should not need to clear more
rainforest to accommodate this growth.
Brazilian cattleranching, which occupies
209m hectares, is staggeringly unproduc
tive, with an average stocking rate of less
than a head of cattle per hectare. By per
iodically turning the soil and scattering fer
tiliser, that rate could be doubled or even
tripled. Already the world’s biggest beef
exporter, Brazil could hugely ramp up its
production on half the land it currently re
serves for grazing. That would free up
space for crops, which are far more pro�t
able. The World Bank suggests it could pro
vide 70m hectares, more than Brazil now
has under cultivation.

The obvious risk is that making ranch
ing more productive will raise the incen
tive to grab more of the rainforest, but there
are mitigating factors. Deforestation is in
extricably linked to lowproductivity
ranching. Because most Amazonian ranch
es are illegal, or their ownership is con
tested, ranchers and banks are reluctant to
invest in them. And even where the land is
legally owned, Brazil’s complicated land
use laws, which are most strict and most
�outed in the Amazon, often put it beyond
the pale. According to BrasilAgro’s Julio
Piza, �the system conspires to keep reputa
ble companies away from the Amazon.� To
bring them in, and so raise the productivity
of Amazonian ranching, it needs to be
come legal. 

That is why Brazil is trying to �x the
land registry. It is also why Amazonian
state governments are rezoning their terri
tories, which will allow a more modest re
duction in the stipulated tree cover than
the lawmakers are demanding. Legitimis
ing the Amazon’s economy could bene�t
trees in several ways. More pro�table
ranches, farms and plantations would

yield tax revenues for cashstrapped law
enforcement agencies and create jobs for
the 5modd smallholders and landless
peasants currently responsible for much of
the clearance. 

Luis Prates Maia is one of them. A tem
porarily retired grileiro, he is currently
squatting with other landless folk on a vast
ranch in southern Pará, demanding a piece
of it for himself and his eight sons. That is
probably illegal; but so, Mr Maia points
out, is the ranch.

Until Brazil provides jobs for such peo
ple, politicians will use them to justify
turning a blind eye to deforestation�from
which commercial deforesters will pro�t
more. As President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva
said before last December’s Copenhagen
summit on climate change, �I don’t want
any gringo asking us to let an Amazon resi
dent die of hunger under a tree.�

But it is not only gringos who clamour
to stop deforestation. In fact, the charge is
led by Brazilian scientists, who fear that a
rainforest tippingpoint is nigh. They are
backed by most Amazon state governors,
who sni� REDD bucks but also fear the ef
fect deforestation will have on the region’s
water supply. A former governor of Mato
Grosso, Blairo Maggi, is also the world’s
biggest soya farmer. He used to argue in fa
vour of clearing forest for agriculture but
now wants to save it.

So do Brazilian businessmen. Some of
the biggest wrote to Lula last year to urge
him to make a tough emissionscutting

commitment. He did so, pledging Brazil to
cut up to 39% of its projected emissions by
2020. Many Brazilian businessmen consid
er this an opportunity. With around 40% of
its emissions coming from avoidable de
forestation, Brazil can curb them much
more cheaply than any other big emerging
economy. Its current alignment on climate
with highpolluting, coaldependent Chi
na and India is a triumph of developing
world solidarity over selfinterest.

Colour me green
Brazil’s great advantage is its abundance of
land, water and sunlight, combined with
an increasing ability to use them to best ad
vantage. It gets over 40% of its energy from
renewable sources and is successfully de
veloping green technology. Braskem, a big
Brazilian petrochemical �rm, has devel
oped a technique to make ethylene from
bioethanol and is about to open the
world’s �rst �green plastic� plant. Rebrand
ing Brazil as an ecofriendly producer
could give it dominance of the most lucra
tive markets for its many agricultural pro
ducts. Rubens Ricupero, a former �nance
minister who sits on the board of Bras
kem’s parent company, dares to imagine
his country as an �environmental power�.

There are a few hurdles in the way of
that. But if Brazil’s leaders chose to clear
them, rather than the rainforest, they
would not only do the world a favour; they
would bene�t their own country’s econ
omy too. 7

Cram them in and stop felling
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WHEN Michael Williams, a British ge
ographer, sat down in 1994 to write a

chronicle of deforestation, �Deforesting
the Earth�, he had a useful aidememoire.
Flashing near his study, outside the Los An
geles branch of the Hard Rock Café, was an
everdiminishing neon number, represent
ing the remaining area of rainforest. It
counted down at about 20 hectares a mi
nute, at which rate no rainforest would be
left by the end of this century.

Despite a faddish Western concern for
tropical forests, more were cleared in the
ensuing decade than ever before. Most
tropical countries, being poor and weak,
could not have prevented that even if they
had wanted to, and most did not. Anxious
greens switched to another losing cause,
mitigating climate change, and the Hard
Rock Café took down its sign.

The world is now doing better by its for
ests. It is protecting more of them, logging
them a bit less riotously. Above all, there is
REDD. As a serious e�ort to make standing
forests more valuable than razing them for
agriculture, it is unprecedented. And
unusually in the fractious UN climate ne
gotiations from which it sprang, REDD has
the backing of both rich and poor coun
tries. Indonesia’s recent vow to suspend
commercial clearance, in anticipation of
its billiondollar gift from Norway, was a
big boost.

But if REDD is unprecedented, it is be
cause so is the threatened climate calamity,
and forests have a lead part in that. They
are the cheapest largescale carbonse
questration option available: they actually
consume the stu�. This presents a big op
portunity. Through a�orestation, reforesta
tion and cutting down agricultural emis
sions, by one estimate, carbon dioxide
equivalent to 40 parts per million could be
extracted from the atmosphere by 2050.
That would roughly match global emis
sions over the past three decades.

Conversely, when forests are cleared or
die back because of global warming, they

emit carbon. Canada’s beetleplagued for
ests are a net carbon source. Since forests
hold half of all terrestrial carbon, this pre
sents a huge threat.

To mitigate it, natural forests must be
conserved. This is an excellent thing to do
anyway. Forests provide myriad other
bene�ts, especially in hydrology and by
hosting millions of species. Appreciating
forests just for their carbon, says Tom Love
joy, an American biologist, �is like valuing
a computer chip only for its silicon�. 

Does the recent push on forest conser
vation stand much chance? That will de
pend, �rstly, on REDD delivering the prom
ised cash. Indonesia’s decision to stop
clearing, which will slow the growth of its
palmoil industry, was not just for the good
of the planet. The country hopes to collect
perhaps $10 billion a year from REDD.

But even if REDD money �ows in spate,
it will not be enough to stop the clearance
on its own. Largescale forest conservation
is di�cult because no two forests are alike.
And it can be impossible without a state
that operates at a minimum level of e�
ciency, which many tropical countries fall

short of. They are also the places where
most forest is most directly threatened by
an exploding human population.

Limiting the damage will require a glo
bal rethink of land use, which capable
countries must lead. Above all, with the
human population set to increase by half
over the next 40 years, the world needs to
work out where its food is going to be pro
duced. There is enough degraded land
available�maybe a billion hectares�to
ramp up production without clearing for
ests. But this is hard to pull o� in weak
states teeming with peasants in search of
somewhere to plant their crops. And it is
made harder by undiscerning foreign
trade and investment policies. It is no good
China planting kingdoms of eucalyptus at
home while bulldozing Congo’s rainforest
to grow palm oil.

A philosophical shift is required, to re
cognise how precious forests are. It will
probably happen as climate crises multi
ply. But it may not come fast enough to save
what remains, in Michael Williams’s
phrase, of �the incomparable green mantle
that clothes the Earth�. 7

Something stirs

But to save the forests, the world needs to �nd somewhere else to grow its food




